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The overlap of the «-t interaction times, the 7Li wave function with the
product of the oc and t wave functions, and the analogous quantity for the
charge-conjugate system are calculated on microscopic grounds. This quantity
contains the structure information on the 7Li nucleus in the standard finite-
-range DWBA description of ex. and t stripping from and pick-up to 7Li. This
nucleus is described in the generator-coordinate model assuming the oc+t two-
-cluster structure and schematic nucleon-nucleon forces. The model reproduces
the measured g.s. properties reasonably. The microscopic potential overlap is
obtained to be very different from those calculated with using local macro-
scopic «-t interactions, but the difference in the 12C(7Li,t)*60 cross section
is only dramatic at backward angles. To facilitate further DWBA analyses,
several versions of the potential overlap as well as the overlap without the
potential are given in an easily accessible form.

1. Introduction

The sijnple picture associated with the distorted-wave Born approximation

(DWBA) suggests that multinucleon transfer reactions provide an absolute and

quantitative methocl for probing the cluster structure of nuclei1). The analy-

sis of the experiments is, however, hampered by several complications, which

have not been fully unravelled. These difficulties can be divided into two

classes: impurities in the reaction mechanism and a combination of the

structure problems of tha "nuclear probe" and the nucleus that is being probed.

As to reaction mechanisms, the compound contribution2) needs to be analysed

for every case. The role of various exchange mechanisms other than direct

stripping and pick-up is not yet fully explored3). Since the break-up effects

appear to be important1*) in the elastic scattering of a best two-cluster

nucleus, *Li, they may be non-negligible in transfer reactions as well, just
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as in the case of deuteron stripping5). Such effects fall under the same

category6) as the projectile (or ejectile) polarization, considered so far

for nucleon transfer7), and various channel coupling effects8'9). All these

complications contribute to the transition directly as well as through

adding further uncertainties to the optical potentials. Finally, we should

mention the question of the indirect term in the transition potential. In

the post DWBA for the /4(<*.,b)B stripping process for example, this term is

VbA- 0£ , where V w is the "true" interaction between b and A and ^ is the

b-B optical potential. For tx-transfer the indirect contribution has been

shown to be extremely large1° * n ) .

In this paper we tackle the other problem, the structure of the "nuclear

probe". In the standard post DWBA formalism for the A(a,b)B and A (a. ,*)"&'

stripping or in the prior formalism for the inverse processes (a. =b*x, 3=A+x,

Í>' = /Ub), the structure of the "nuclear probe" a is contained in the potential

overlap (PO) or range function (̂<íin<)~
<\£b§jM>xí$a/ít- » where $ are internal

wave functions and Vtx is the sum of the nucleon-nucleon (N-N) forces acting

between b and x. In most cluster-transfer calculations b and x are assumed

to interact via a local potential "^jfaj [e.g., for a=7 and x=4, see

refs. 1 1""* 8)], which implies ^s%^ where Ute is a bound state in %K .

Our aim in this paper is to describe Ci-b+x in a realistic microscopic model

for the examples of 7Li=cc+t and 7Be=«+r, to calculate the PO's and to test

the W»'CUtx approximation.

To our knowledge, there has been no such calculation as yet and, indeed,

no attempt to justify W^f^U^ for a>4. Bonche and Giraud15) calculated the

whole form factor ^„Í^IV^I^J^ ^ microscopically, but in a non-con-

ventional and more approximate framework. Recently an approach more similar

to ours has been adopted by Singh and Jain16) for the 6Li=a+d system. In

this work W is calculated microscopically, but the wave function and the N-N

force are not related by a structure calculation. The wave function is chosen

to be that of the oscillator cluster model, while for the interaction the

G-matrix-based M3Y force17) is used. From a simple-minded derivation of the

DWBA it is obvious that the N-N force in the PO should be the one that de-

scribes the structure of the projectile, and we adopt this philosophy. Any

departure from this picture remains to be justified.t

tKosugi and Kosugi18) argue for using a G-matrix effective interaction in

(d,p) calculations to offset the neglect of the indirect term. This reasoning

is not likely to be adaptable to multiparticle transfer.



The a+t(t) system is the most perfect example for a bound two-cluster

nucleus19'23), thus the mechanism of the cluster transfer from or to this

system is expected to be the purest. We describe the 7Li(7Be) nucleus in the

framework of the generator-coordinate model (GCM). The technique of calcu-

lating the PO is discussed in an accompanying paper2 * ) . Here we present the

resulting PO's and compare them with some phenomenological ones. We use

these PO's in calculating the cross sections of some 12C(7Li,t)l50 tran-

sitions. These calculations are only meant as tentative comparisons between

different models and are therefore carried out in the simplest framework in

which they make sense. This is the standard non-antisymmetric finite-range

DWBA with full recoil and without indirect terms. Because of the approxi-

mations inherent in this model, we have not attempted to fit experimental

data. Instead, we give the potential overlaps in forms easily adaptable to

further, hopefully more sophisticated, analyses.

The essential part of our calculations has been carried through both for
7Li=«+t and for 7Be=cx+r, and some of the results will be presented for both

systems. But because of their complete analogy, we shall restrict all dis-

cussion to 7Li.

The paper is organized as follows. In sect, 2 we show how to insert the

microscopic PO in the DWBA formalism. In sect. 3 the GCM calculations are

presented. In sect. M- the various PO's and the resulting DWBA cross sections

will be compared. Sect. 5 is devoted to the discussion of the ^eS'^fUJ>
approximation. Sect. 6 contains some further discussion and a summary. The

appendix presents the PO's and the overlaps <§o$t\§Li'%t- ^
n an easily

accessible form. (The latter are needed for DWBA calculations in prior

formalism or for DWBA with indirect terms in any of the formalisms.)

2. EWBA. formalism

In the usual DWBA formalism for the A(a, b)"B stripping reaction the

"light-" and "heavy-particle" systems a^b+x and 35«A*x, respectively, are

involved in a perfectly symmetric fashion. By choosing the post formalism

and solving the light-particle problem with a precision higher than usual,

we break this symmetry. In this section we write down the modifications

entailed, give the definition of the quantities computed microscopically,

and relate them to those corresponding to them in the usual DWBA.

In the standard post form1 »25) of the DWBA the transition amplitude

reads as



where the form factor <$•.$«!V,Jf $\ . is

*)
In these equations the quantity v(*a^t>,3,*) denotes the mass number of
nucleus v; the subscript v stands also for all quantum numbers characterizing
the state of V involved, including the angular momentum I* and its projection
My; $y denotes the (antisymmetrized) internal wave function of fragment tf.
Furthermore, Vht is the sum of the internucleon forces acting between b and
x, ̂  are the distorted waves, and 't is the Jacobian of the transformation
from the external coordinates to the relative and internal coordinates £
and J.

In eq. (2) the integral over §A can be separated from the interaction.
In prior representation the interaction is V^, and hence it is the integral
over |b that can be separated in a similar way. The integrals obtained in
this way can be expanded as1)

In (3a) <* n is a single-particle state of node number n, and orbital momentum
ll9 AjJ[s:,fa«!,i*O is the spectroscopic amplitude characterizing that com-
ponent of state 3:0*.) which is composed of the core b(Ik) and cluster
i'C1*') orbiting around each other with quantum numbers tU, the latter being
coupled with IK, to Ĵ . (The label v stands for the quantum numbers v ex-
cluding Mv.) In (3b) the notations exactly follow those in (3a).

Substituting (3b) into (2), we obtain the asymmetric expression

with

The standard EWBA model assumes that Vkx depends only on w^, the distance
of the cm. of b and x,

and ^ is a well-behaved function. This makes it possible to separate the



integrals over |A and | in eq. (2), and thus to use both of eqs. (3) both

in the post and prior form factors. Approximation (6a) is certainly un-

founded when «-is not a good b+-x cluster nucleus, and the improvement that

we introduce instead of (6a) also assumes the "<*_=!»•*" cluster structure. We

proceed by expanding $^ as

WI*><I»MW*^& , (7a)

with í*»v,/i}
being a conplete system of ortho-nornal antisynnetrdzed functions and c

being expansion coefficients. In the "a=t>*x" approximation (7a) becomes

£ ( 7 b )

Inserting (7b) in (5), and (5) in (4), we obtain

where M»mM.rM*~A » and the "potential overlap"

(9b)

is introduced. The definition iirplied by eq. (9b) is sensible if either

Ik»I„«O or both b and x are pure Os-state clusters. We adopt the cluster

transfer approximation

^ K Í ^ « ( 6 b )

The insertion of ĉ -e is a reasonable approximation; that of <£ % is exact

if at least one of Ik and Ix is zero, but is not justifiable in general. The

restrictions on the clusters implied by eq. (9b) and the <£, ̂  in (6b) are

not for reasons concerning the calculation of the PO2 * ) ; they are introduced

in order that a conplete parallelism with the standard DWBA formalism could

be retained. Fortunately, they do not exclude the cases of primary interest.

With (6b) adopted, the A(a, $B and A(a, x)T>' processes involve the same PO.

Eq. (8) becomes identical to the standard expression for the form factor1)

if we set up the correspondence

It is through this relationship that we can introduce the PO into standard

DWBA codes.

A further correspondence between the two formalisms is revealed if



approximations (6a,b) are introduced in (9)

^to-CWu
Here the "overlap" U is defined by

This function is related to the quantities in eq. (3a) by

and this relationship holds whether or not (6) has been introduced. From

this the light-particle spectroscopic factor if is expressible as

* .1

If we choose «b .. ^ V V ^ U . » then there is just one term in the expansion
(13), and eq. (14) reduces to

In the microscopic model ^Ct^.t can also be calculated, and through eqs.

(13)-(15) it can be interpreted as a spectroscopic amplitude times "relative

wave function" for the cluster constituents of the projectile.

3. The generator-coordinate model for 7Li

The standard cluster model for the seven-nucleon system assumes the

w+t(f) configuration and gives a good account of both the ground-state proper-

ties21) and scattering phase shifts26'27). This model is intimately linked

with the cluster-transfer approximation. Its validity has been tested by

taking into account other cluster configurations20'22) including the dis-

tortion of t (i.e. an "excited state" t*) 2 3). Since these configurations

largely overlap, their inclusion allows for essentially the same

effect.

The results show that the a+t configuration remains to be predominant. The

inclusion of the 6Li+n 2 0), <x+d+n22) and <*+t*23) configurations lowers the

energy of 7Li by only 0.32, 0.66 and 0.76 MeV, respectively. The distortion

effects are hardly noticeable in the charge form factor, and such is the case

for the phase shifts as well if the parameters of the interaction are adjusted

to the same separation energy13). The «-t relative orbit changes when the

extra configuration is included, but since these configurations are not

orthogonal to the <*+t one, this fact does not necessarily have any signifi-

cance. The only alarming sign is the observation that, between the relative



distances of 2 and 3 fm, the size of the triton undergoes a violent change21).

But this change corresponds to an obviously unrealistic change of a factor

of 8 in the density. In fact, it was pointed out by Kanada et al.2S) that

the core of their N-N force is too soft, which makes the triton too com-

pressible. Together with the restricted form of the distortion, this nay

cause such a spurious effect. At any rate, this application of the cluster

model emphasizes the demand for more realistic cluster distortion calcula-

tions.

We describe the ex and t clusters by Os harmonic oscillator (h.o.) func-

tions of the same parameter pt which is not unreasonable since their r.m.s.

radii are almost equal [1.66 and 1.70 fm, respectively28)]. The distance of

the h.o. wells, S, is chosen as the generator coordinate.

This being so, the angular-momentum- (and parity-) projected29) GCM trial

function in the cm. system may be written as

with . and

Here A- is the 7-particle antisymmetrizer, and

fv-Sic^^fW^-^J^w} (»-«,t; (is)
with By and gi being the cluster cm. and particle coordinates, respectively,

and x the single-particle spin-isospin eigenvectors. In order that $Li

satisfy the Schrödinger equation

H S H - E « U (19)

in the subspace {*(§,*)}, the GCM amplitude $(*) must obey the Hill-Wheeler

equation

J«tS'5'*<^}S)| H-e|*(i,5')>sil {(?') =0. (20)

We have used two of the N-N forces by Volkov30) (VI and V2) and one by

Brink and Boeker)(Bl). (See table 1.) These have the form
vn Z

where \ is the coordinate exchange operator. For VI and V2, M^M^ty; for

Bl, M,*-!^, and we set M^-M^M. As M is not very well defined, we took the

liberty of adjusting it to get exact energies. Since for all the three

forces the expectation value of the cluster internal Haroiltonian, <H-*H<>,

has a minimum near ̂ =0.5 fnf2, we accepted this value throughout. This cor-

responds to a cluster r.m.s, radius of 1.732 fm. In calculating the fO» we



assumed the same P for the free (or transferred)* and t 2 V ) .

Since the cluster transfer prefers to take place at large oc-t distances,

the mesh points in eq. (20) were chosen to span an unusually long region

(S=0.5,1.5,...,7.5,9,...,13.5 fm), and due care was taken of the Coulomb

potential. It was approximated as20)

té/J (22)

so we could use the Hill-Wheeler kernel given analytically in ref.2 *) • The

parameters in (22) were determined by a Gauss-Laguerre quadrature for the

integral

i^Wf^WJ^t (23)
For this procedure to be applicable in an interval fa ^ J , ̂ (tj must be in-

vertible,2N times differentiable and {<LVt/<LtM)[Jit,i.t)/dit <exf>rt-<rt£)\t)]}toa

for 'fé^á^, and C,(0)=0} £("*>)=<». The accuracy of (22) is uniform in ̂  if

£«<,] span the region £<j, ̂ J such that K̂ /OI,;., * const. This can be achieved

by a suitable choice of £(t). We chose N=15 and é)(t)^O.0OO35t
3-i-0.03^t, and

the accuracy attained is within 0.05 % from"r=0.1 to 30.

Nagarajan and Sharma demonstrated that the V2 force describes the g.s.

doublet of 7Li fairly well21). Yet V2 is certainly not the ultimate of ef-

fective forces, so it is important to explore how much the potential overlap

depends on the force used. That is why we considered the other two inter-

actions. The three forces are rather different. Each has a repulsive core

of a particular size. The difference between VI and V2 lies mainly in radial

shape (see table 1); that between VI,2 and Bl in the exchanged roles of the

direct and exchange terms. The direct terms of the inter cluster potentials

generated by the two Volkov forces are strongly attractive, whereas that due

to the Bl interaction is strongly repulsive32).

The "cluster binding energies" <Hst"> and <Ht^ do not depend on M, so the

binding energy E and the separation energy Fs«£-<Hi>-<H4> cannot be repro-

duced simultaneously. Since the quality of the PO must depend mainly on the

description of tha relative motion, the most reasonable choice is to set M

to reproduce Eg. We hope that this state-dependent prescription minimizes

the effect of the deficiencies of the force (e.g. the lack of a spin-orbit

term). In fact, as was shown by Beck et al,2i)> V2 reproduces the scattering

phase shifts as well apart from a shift in the energy scale. By setting E.,

correct, this ambiguity is eliminated, and, at the same time, the dichotomy

between the potentials that bind the clusters together and that reproduce

their phase shifts33) is also removed. For comparison, however, we have also



made calculations with M that set E exact. The forces that set E& or E

correct are to be distinguished by postfixes (S) and (B), respectively.

To assess the over-all quality of the wave function, we have computed the

r.m.s. radii of the charge and magnetization distibutions, K**^ and <*•*}£,»

as well as the charge quadrupole and magnetic dipole and octupole moments,

Ű, u. and i?. For these quantities we used Sharma's formulae21).

The results shown in table 2 bear out the expectation that the model and

the forces are reasonable. The most striking feature to be observed is that

the results depend much more on whether the binding (B) or separation (S)

energy is correct than on the choice of the force. The experimental data

tend to be between the B and S cases slightly favouring B as it should be

for these gross properties. The Bl and V2 forces prove definitely superior

to VI, and, after all, V2 comes out first.

4. Potential overlaps

In this section we try to establish how the PO's calculated in various

models compare with each other and whether their differences can be seen in

the DWBA cross section. The potential overlaps w and overlaps •«. to be shown

are defined in eqs. (9) and (12); their subscripts will be dropped.

The DWBA cross sections were calculated by the program LOLA38) in post

formalism for the 12C(7Li,t)160(02» 6.05 MeV) transition at £,^=3*+ MeV.

This energy was chosen since here, with a parameter choice, we could imitate

the direct-reaction part of an actual analysis, that of Becchetti et al.13).

[The 7Li-12C optical parameters were taken from set III in table 2 of ref.39)

and the t-160 parameters from set I of table 4b of ref.1*0).] The transition

to the 0g state was singled out as the one that consumes the least computing

time from among those leading to the lowest-lying cluster band1*1) of 1 6 0 .

Unfortunately, the quality of data is always the poorest for the 0 -*-0

transitions, and this also discouraged us from making a direct comparison

with them. To test whether the relative behaviour of the models depends on

the transition, in one comparison we included the transitions to the 2,

(6.92 MeV) and 3~ (6.13 MeV) states as well.

Fig. 1 shows, for the V2(S) and BI(S) forces, the build-up of the P0»s

from the contributions of various exchange terms. (The number of exchanges

in a term of <#(*) is understood to be that caused by the joint effect of the

intercluster antisymmetrizer and the Majorana exchange on the spatial co-

ordinates of the "ket" with respect to the "bra".) The two PO's agree fairly



well despite the striking differences in the individual exchange terms. The

Bl force is distinguished by its large repulsive core (see table 1), and

that is what enhances each term enormously. But, when summed up, the large

terms cancel out owing to the Pauli principle, which hinders the fragments

from staying close to each other and hence from feeling the repulsion. The

relative importance of the particular exchange terms is also different for

the two forces. The lesson to similar work [e.g. ref.16)] is that the indi-

vidual exchange terms are ambiguous, and thus carry no physical meaning.

Figs. 2-4 show various PO's along with the DWBA cross sections that they

result in. Interpreting the results, one should keep in mind that in the

transition matrix element '?{+) is multiplied by ̂ . It is to be observed that

the relative differences in vhe cross sections tend to be smaller than in

the PO's. The other rule emerging is that, not surprisingly, the magnitude

of the cross section at forward angles is more sensitive to the tail than to

the central regions of the PO's, while at backward angles vice vevaa.

As is seen in fig. 2, the relative differences in «r(/f) between the V1(S),

V2(S) and B1(S) potential overlaps are larger than in the measurable pro-

perties of the g.s. (see table 2), but the EWBA renders the differences in-

significant. This is reassuring for it indicates that the DWBA may not dis-

criminate between V2(S) and the (unknown) "exact" effective force either.

However, the difference between the two uri*), pertinent to V2(S) and V2(B),

respectively, is much larger, and does result in a significant effect in the

magnitude of the cross section (fig. 3). Thus the choice of energy is not

indifferent. The inclusion of the Coulomb overlap makes little difference

(fig. 3b), and we know1*2'11) that the joint effect of the Coulomb overlap

with the indirect Coulomb term <^ÍtÍKe"^-
ö^í.^ must also ^ v e rV small.

From among the ot-t PO 's used so far in actual analyses, we are only con-

cerned with those founded microscopically. The Kubo-Hirata12) (KH) potential

is based on the work of Brown and Tang1*3), whereas Bradlow et al.lltlk)

used the local potential of Buck, Friedrich and Wheatley1*11) (BFW). Similar

potentials have been constructed by Kukulin, Neudatchin and Smirnov*5) (KNS)

as well as by Friedrich1*6) (F), and we consider them, too, for comparison.

All these semi-phenomenological potentials were tailored or tested, in one

way or another, for scattering, thus they may be regarded as positive-energy

phase equivalents of non-local interactions emerging from microscopic calcu-

lations. We rsnormalized all potentials to yield the exact Eg.

The PO's computed as <tf^)- fX^a^) exhibit a systematic deviation from our

microscopic calculations (fig. 4a) though this deviation is by no means as large

10



as that reported for «+d in ref. 16)t. At forward angles this causes a dis-

crepancy (of 30 %) in the absolute cross section only, but beyond 100 the

angular distributions also disagree, while the accord among the calculations

using 7{/*) <*.(+) is maintained. This result clearly signifies that the very

prescription of constructing potential overlaps from local potentials de-

signed solely for reproducing scattering phase shifts is not accurate enough

even for present-day analyses. This does not imply however, that there is no

suitable local potential 'IT. Its existence will be shown in sect. 5.

To conclude this section, we list the light-particle spectroscopic factors

^corresponding to our potential overlaps in table 3. They are defined

according to eq. (15), and, in keeping with eqs. (9) and (12), they are

included in -w^

It may seem surprising that, in spite of the basic model assumption

"Li=a+t", y is not unity. It would become unity if the intercluster anti-

symmetrizer were dropped from eq. (17). The tearing off of four pre-selected

nucleons labelled <x in internal state $»(§«) from the 7Li nucleus of state

§ u with a triton of state $t^t) l&it behind is a coherent superposition of

four essentially different events, each belonging to a group of terms of $ .

generated by the intercluster antisymmetrizer. The event in which k(=0, 1,

2 or 3) of the nucleons « belong to the h.o. well inhabited by three nucleons

may be called the "k-particle exchange" contribution. If we merely consider

the fact2 *) that each k-particle exchange adds a large term of specific shape

to *«.(*), it is the closeness of i/ to unity that seems accidental.

The pure oc+t configuration does not seem to imply that the y obtained is

an upper limit although it looks likely that any kind of configuration mixing

essentially different from a+t would reduce it.

5. Local-potential model for the potential overlap

In sect. 4 we have seen several local potentials that have been or might

have been applied to generate the PO's. All these potentials claim a micro-

scopic foundation and share a success with V2 in describing the a+t scat-

tering. Yet the fU. products disagree with the potential overlap in conformity

even though the disagreement in the cross section is less pronounced.

tPart of the discrepancy found in ref.16) is due to an erroneous construc-

tion of the KH potential overlap in that work. According to the original defi-

nition12), the wave function involved has «=1, and not <n=0 as was assumed in

ref16).

11



This finding calls for a scrutiny into the to=TU(or vr*i«) approximation.

With this end in view, we now derive an approximate Schrödinger equation,

which connects W and 0, and construct an exact but singular and some non-

-singular but approximate "¥.

To start withs let us multiply (19) by <$w(^)§t((t)J and express H in

terms of internal and relative operators: H ^ H ^ + H ^ T ^ «-y„t . Using the approxi-

mations <fjHtt«<§J<H„>, <§tIHt*<it
l<Ht> » we arrive at

tUliJ^W-EjUli), (24)
which is the approximate Schrödinger equation looked for with W being the

(nuclear+Coulomb) potential term. In this equation the relative motion is

fully decoupled from the cluster internal motion, and it is this assumption

that underlies the separation-energy prescription as well. Thus, by assessing

the validity of (24), we can test the separation-energy prescription.

To asses the validity of (24), we solve

(tt-E,)ÖW-W(*). (25)
The radial part of eq. (25) is a second-order linear inhomogeneous differen-

tial equation, whose solution, u.(/••), is uniquely determined by the boundary

conditions -U/(0)=0 and <K°°)=0 with no free normalization factor. In fact,

i s obtained to be 1.137, whereas <«.|u^ =1.074. The functions -*?(<+) and

also agree reasonably (fig. 5). It is thus convenient to think of W, \J

and T as though they were the (non-local) potential term, the solution and

the "trivially equivalent" local potential, respectively, belonging to the

same Schrödinger equation. This test also shows the reasonability of the

separation-energy prescription.

More precisely, we may define

V(*) * **(.*)/*(.+) 5 W(/t)/UGt) , (26)

and insert ixMTUin (25) to end up with

iT^rwlvw-EgUi*). (27)
A,,

Eqs. (26) and (27) show that i^i*) is indeed the exact local potential that,

multiplied by the corresponding wave function, yields the (nuclear+Coulomb)

P0. Since £(*) is an n*0 function, the "trivially equivalent" local potential

is singular at its node (see fig. 6a).

Having reformulated the microscopic model as a bound-state problem in a

non-local potential, we can view the potentials f discussed in sect. 4 as

local equivalents. Since"T reproduce the same energy Ej, this equivalence is

a phase equivalence. The prevalent tendency of the solutions in f (and hence

of the corresponding FO's) is that they are too large inside the nucleus.

12



This is the familiar Perey effect of phase-equivalent potentials'*7 * 9 ) . In

the 3-4.5 fm region, however, which is the most important one for the for-

ward-angle angular distribution, the local PO"'s are almost proportional to

the microscopic PO. This implies that the Perey factor takes its asymptotic

value already about 3 fin, which could not be so unless the non-locality

dwindled away beyond 3 fm. The genuine intercluster potential1*6), which can

be exactly derived from the GCM, exhibits a similar property. Its non-local-

ity due to the projection out of the redundant state is limited to •v<2 fm1*6),

and the" remaining non-local term also damps down beyond 3 fm 5 0). (The latter

statement is strictly valid for the «-« interaction with VI force.)

To construct a well-behaved local potential that is optimized to repro-

duce *<X(A-) approximately, we fitted uri*) with variouc parametrized '£('0

minijnizing

^J^^)-^)- f^)]V^. (28)
Since ̂  were constrained to reproduce the correct Ej, the resulting ones

are also phase-equivalent. The fit was very poor unless the norm of <i was

allowed to assume its optimum value. The results for i£ and Tfu. are illus-

trated, by the best Saxon-Woods (SW) and SW+SW fits to the PO that was de-

rived from the V2(S) force, in fig. 6, where T(>) and <w(>) are also plotted.

The parameters are tabulated in table 4. From these examples one can

uniquely deduce equally good cosh, SW2 etc. potentials using the prescription

that their volume integrals, r.m.s. radii and Eá be equal
51).

In the SW+SW fit it is remarkable that one of the SW wells converged to

a square well. This exemplifies the tendency of all potentials to approach

the singular rf*(+) as much as they can. The moderate performance of the

simple local potentials is explained by the fact that the distance between

the nodes of <L and -w is large, which makes the singularity of ffr) "broad".

Even so the "^Up functions resemble the exact PO much more than the semi-

-phenomenological ones (fig. 4a).

It is all the more surprising that in the absolute cross section the

differences look more pronounced (fig. 6b). The large discrepancy at forward

angles is obviously due to the larger difference in the tail of -w^Jl In

angular distribution the single SW potential works very similarly to the

semi-phenomenological potentials (fig. 4b), while the SW+SW potential proves

somewhat better. This indicates that the latter Tv might be good enough for

some practical purposes, but certainly not for all. We therefore give near-

ly perfect representations of our potential overlaps in the appendix.
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These are constructed by explicitly allowing for the Perey effect.

The uniqueness of the solution £-{*•) suggests that in the potential J£ one

has to generate the state of internal node number n=l as we did so far. This

is consistent with the picture suggested by the local-potential cluster

model1*lf ****): the Pauli principle forbids the local kinetic energy to be so

low that the lowest l-\ state could be filled. It appears, however, that

the shape of **r{*) may as well be simulated by the product of an ti=O state

with the potential provided the potential has a repulsive core to give rise

to a node in **{*). Such a potential would be in accord with the picture in

which the Pauli enhancement of the kinetic energy is transformed into a re-

pulsive potential term. To avoid double counting, if this picture is used,

the lowest-energy bound state should not be skipped.

This issue, academic as it looks, gaLis its importance from the re-

ports52*53) that the fit to (6Li,d) data requires potentials of this kind.

Unfortunately, we have PO's for the a+t(r) system only. But since the various

oi+d PO's must compare with each other very similarly, qualitative conclusions

can still be drawn for them from the «+t results if due caution is ex-

cercised. In fact, the «+d and oc+t cases differ in two respects. On the one

hand, the deuteron is more distortable than the triton, which renders the

simple cluster model less accurate for <x+d. On the other hand, a less strong

absorption in the exit channel and the existence of more single- {.-transfer

transitions allow the (6Li,d) reaction to be more sensitive to the PO.

We tried to fit the microscopic a+t PO with a combination of repulsive

and attractive SW potentials times their -«=0 bound states. The radii of these

potentials tended to converge to large negative values. Therefore, a combi-

nation of a repulsive Gaussian and an attractive exponential function emerged

as a best simple form (see table 4). Even this representation (dashed line

in fig. 6a) of -w(<) is very poor because in the repulsive region TT*) is

either impenetrable for K.W or too small as a factor in or.

We thus conclude that the representation of <ur as a product of a repulsive-

-core"potential and its ̂ =0 wave function [in the following: **%(/$] is much

inferior to the one given by an attractive potential times its ot=l wave

function [ <*tff)]» In the language of the theory of phase-equivalent local

potentials'*8) this can be expressed by saying that the Perey factor is much

more different from a constant function for *%(+) than for 4#^(+), But, as

fig. 6b shows, the resulting angular distribution (dashed curve) is hardly

distinguishable from the others at forward angles. In view also of the



uncertainties of the DWBA mentioned in sect.l} this suggests that it is

hazardous to draw any conclusions about the PC* frcsn present-day (*Li,t} data.

But, perhaps due to the higher sensitivity of the (sLi»d) reaction, in

that case the observed preference for the repiilsive-core «-d potential seems

to have been significant9 and thus it nay have a profound meaning,. These

analyses52*53) contrasted the PC denoted by KH with PO*s of the fashion of

«£. A similar comparison may be made between figs, U and S, This reveals

that the microscopic PO is half-way between KH snd -ur^ and the same can be

said about the corresponding cross sections. In trie case of 6Li the distor-

tion of d may decrease the overlap of the free 3*/§li function with the
 6Li

wave function noticeably3 and this must act as a depression of the PO in the

inner region. It is thus possible that t/ie preferred repulsive-core PO's are

closer to the exact one than KH.

6O Surtmary

In this work we have made a step towards the many-body description of

multi-nucleon transfer reactions Afc, b)B by describing one of the partici-

pating nuclei, ô fcHx, microscopically. We have kept to the assumption that

the nucleons are transferred in one cluster x, but abandoned the inodel in

which the transfer takes place through a local intercluster.force. According

to the picture adopted, it is the nucleons that interact., and they undergo

Pauli exchanges. We emphasize, howevers that we have only allowed for the

exchange between b and xs and thus neglected the exchange terms of the tran-

sition amplitude.

Obviouslyj the cluster transfer approximation used is only judicious if

a (or í>) is described well as a composition of two rigid clusters, one of

which being x. In the example of w-tt, this condition is satisfied. The GCM

description of 7Li that assumes rigid clusters is satisfactory and suffi-

ciently parameter independent. Irt accord with the spirit of the EWBA, we ex-

ercised some arbitrariness by slightly adjusting the N-N force to reproduce

the «-t separation energy E^. As is testified by calculations of the g.s.

properties, this choice does not spoil the structure model. Moreover, we

showed that it is a reasonable approximation to replace the Hill-Wheeler

equation by a two-body (non-local) Schrödinger equation with Es aa the eigenr

energys and this justifies the separation-energy prescription.

In the version of the EWBA used, the structure of the nucleus a enters

merely into the PO. The improvement on the reaction model was therefore

IS



demonstrated in two steps: first comparing PO's and then cross sections.

The microscopic PO differs appreciably from the phenomenological ones

calculated with local potentials. The former is strongly depressed inside

the nucleus with respect to the latter, which may be interpreted as a Perey

effect. The large Perey effect cannot be eliminated unless the local poten-

tial is chosen to follow the singular trivially equivalent potential very

closely. A faithful representation of the microscopic PO with a well-behaved

local potential can only be given if the Perey effect is explicitly allowed

for as in the appendix. We therefore recommend to use that representation

in future analyses.

The cross sections obtained with the microscopic and local PO*s differ

mainly in magnitude (a factor of 1.5-1.75) at forward angles but both in

magnitude (a factor of 2-10) and shape beyond 100°. Considering the disagree-

ment in the PO's, the forward-angle discrepancy seems surprisingly small.

This is explained by the observation that the non-locality of the inter-

cluster potential does not extend to the +>3 fsn region, and it is this region

that mostly affects the forward-angle cross section. This seems to be a for-

tuitous circumstance, which is particular to the reaction, energy and optical

potentials taken. There is no general reason to forbid the non-locality

region to overlap with that which gives the bulk contribution to the forward-

-angle cross section. It would therefore be hazardous to infer from our .

scarce examples that, if one is concerned with forward angles and relative

cross sections only, one need not worry about the PO at all. Indeed, for

example, the (6Li,d) process at E(ak =90 MeV has been found to be very sen-

sitive to the PO 5 2). Furthermore, the insensitivity to the PO depends upon

an uncertain ingredient of the reaction model, the choice of the optical

potentials. Following the analyses19), we used volume-type absorptive terms.

Such terms are preferred since, in combination with local PO's, they repro-

duce the angular distribution of the transfer process better than the surface-

-absorption potentials1iiSk). They achieve this by suppressing the contribu-

tion of the nuclear interior with respect to the cases of surface-absorption

potentials1s'5*). However, a replacement of the phenomenological PO with the

microscopic one gives rise to a similar effect, and that weakens the case for

the volume absorption.

In conclusion, we can say that this contribution may be a small step,

probably not the most important one, in improving the description of cluster

transfer reactions. But it is made on a firm ground, and we mean it to be a

first step towards the microscopic treatment of both participating

16



nuclei on the seme footing.

Thanks are due to Drs. R. Shyam for useful discussions and R.M. DeVries

for providing us with his LOLA code.

Appendix

Parametrization of the overlaps and potential overlaps

with local potentials

We now present local potentials ~K>(/+) that reproduce the microscopic

•«-(•+) or w(*) with explicit parametrizations of the ratios ($(<+) of the rela-

tive wave functions or PO's associated with the non-local and local problems,

We include results for the V1(S), V2(B) and B1(S) forces, both for oc+t and

a+r.

The local problem that is solved is

with

(or Ft ), and

(A2)

is the Coulomb poten-where T^ is the radial part of 1

tial of a homogeneous sphere.

The quantities 1̂ (̂ ) and cj(V) have been generated by three distinct pro-

cedures, all carried through for all cases. Procedure (a) is designed to

reproduce -u(^), therefore the corresponding (̂--O is defined by 'H-fr)-^*)^*).

Procedures (b) and (c) have been devised to reproduce -ar(-+-}. In particular,

procedure (b) is suited for a formalism55) in which ^(-0 is directly cal-

culated as Kxr^iC'U., so g(^) is defined by AXr{A')-ciLA')wJ't\ whereas procedure

(c) is tailored for, a formalism25) in which ^r U-) is generated by

^f'(Es~W % » "thus $(-0 is defined by x i H ^ W ^ M Ccf. eq. (25)]. The

result of procedure (b) is hence easily implemented in the code LOLA38),

which is based on the former formalism55), while (c) is presumably apt for

EWUCK5S6), in which the latter formalism25) was adopted.

The three procedures consist in varying the parameters of % and a to

minimize

(A3a)

where «r(*) and

(A3b)

xl - / / ^ V ) - (E$'T*)i<n<t-)*fi*yi}1'* w , (A3c)
are the nuclear and the nuclear plus Coulomb PO's,

17



respectively, £ is a SW potential, and
-x

withyu, being the reduced mass and p and * variable parameters. (In fact,

r was only optimized roughly.) The norm of -M, was not fixed. The Coulomb

radius was chosen 2.7 fm. With this choice, "%{+) times •̂(/*>)«•(<+) of (A3b)

reproduces the Coulomb PO sufficiently well. In accord with table 2, for

the V1(S), V2(S), B1(S) forces,E is the experimental separation energy,
s

whereas for V2(B), Eg =-4.809 MeV (
7Li) and ^=-3.977 MeV (7Be). The results

are given in tables 5-7.

These representations make it possible to use the ordinary bound-state

routines built in the EWBA codes to generate <AT(+) or «. (">"). The only alter-

ation to be made in the code is that the normalized bound-state function

calculated is to be multiplied by <*t\u^?In choosing the functional form of a,(-+-), we were inspired by the form of

the Perey factor1*7). [In fact, for r*o»s <j(-+) turns into its version intro-

duced by Fiedeldey57).] Our <£(*) is related to the Perey factor in that,

empirically though, it also takes into account the damping caused by the

non-locality of the true potential. The similarity in their functional forms,

however, does not allow their identification. The most important differences

are these. First of all5 it is only in the procedures (A3a) and (A3c) that

<%(*) is defined, similarly to the Perey factor, as a ratio of wave functions

of some sorts of non-local- and local-potential problems. Then, the original

Perey factor (with«= •*•) is associated with a non-local potential of a form

that is certainly different from ours, while in its generalization due to

Rook1*9), it is the form of the Perey factor itself that differs from ours.

Moreover, the Perey factor is associated with a particular one of an infi-

nite number of phase-equivalent potentials, the so-called Perey-Buck poten-

tial, and there is no reason to believe that the minimization of (A3) picks

out this one, so much the more because the minimization procedure does not

define 7^ very well.
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Table 1

Potential parameters

Potential V, (MeV) a( (fm) Vz (MeV) a t (fm)

VI
V2
Bl

-60.65

-140.60

1.60

1.80

1.40

144.86
61.14

389.50

0.82

1.01

0.70
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Table 2

GCM results

Force'

rí
/ Ll \
\ rtL'

/ u \

E
Es

/ A ,

a

a)

(MeV)

(MeV)

(MeV)

(MeV)

(fm)

(fm)

w
(fm2)

V1(B)

0.4687

-26.984

-6.123

-39.246

-6.139

2.298

2.69

3.142

-3.0

8.5

V1(S)

0.5507

-26.984

-6.123

-35.574

-2.467

2.515

2.94

3.153

-4.2

11.0

V2(B)

0.5202

-27.871

-6.566

-39.246

-4.809

2.388

2.79

3.147

-3.5

9.5

V2(S)

0.5745

-27.871

-6.566

-36.903

-2.467

2.550

2.98

3.155

-4.4

11.4

B1(B)

0.3514

-27.373

-6.317

-39.246

-5.557

2.350

2.75

3.145

-3.3

9 .1

B1(S)

0.4121

-27.373

-6.317

-36.156

-2.467

2.549

2.98

3.156

-4.4

11.4

Experiment

-28.297

-8.482

-39.246

-2.467

2.4O5iO.O2Ob)

2.98±O.O5C)

3.256d)

-4.1±0.6e)

-3.4±0.6f)

9.3±0.4c)

) The forces labelled B and S put E and E,, to the correct position, respectively.
28b) Ref.28).

c) Ref.3^).

) Ref. ). The error is smaller than the accuracy displayed.
e) Ref.36).
f) Fef.37).



Table 3

The <x-t(r) spectroscopic factors as defined in eq. (15) resulting

from various N-N interactions

V1(B) V1(S) V2(B) V2(S) B1(B) B1(S)

*<*'*) 1.
1.
177
176

1.
1.
156
152

1
1
.169
.168

1
1
.153
.148

1
1
.174
.173

1
1
.154
.150

Table 4

Best-fit potential parameters to the potential overlap of the V2(S)

force

Potential form

SW
SW+SW

V, « f (- f a/a*) • Vte*p(-/*/

Term

1

2

'at) 1

2

V(MeV)

-75.5

-26.9

-43.3

911.9

-241.1

*(

2

3

1

fm)

.382

.550

.950

-

-

a(fm)

0.709

0.438

0.000

1.128

1.122

0.

0.

1.

747

884

590

21

10

185

MeV2)

.5

.7

.4

The Coulomb radius is 2.7 fm.
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Reconstruction of >



Table 7

Reconstruction of w\*) as (Bg
the minimization of (A3c)

with

Force

V1(S)

V2(S)

V2(B)

B1(S)

Nucleus

7 I i
7Be
7Li
VBe
7Li
'Be
7Li
7Be

V(MeV)

111.7
116.7
118.0
123.7

112.8
116.9
108.7
111.7

•R(fm)

1.765

1.701

1.655

1.587

1.861

1.812

1.815

1.779

a(fm)

0.727
0.734
0.762
0.767
0.749
0.755
0.715
0.716

tffin)

1.005
1.028
1.120
1.150
0.993
1.017
1.169
1.183

*

8.5

8.5

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0
oo

CO

1.383
1.398
1.406
1.423
1.427
1.455
1.505
1.505

1.152
1.168
1.147
1.163
1.141
1.157
1.192
1.198

0.110
0.116
0.101
0.112
0.120
0.119
0.258
0.142
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. Decomposition of the nuclear potential overlaps generated with

the V2(S) (a) and the B1(S) (b) forces into 0-, 1-, 2- and 3-particle

exchange contributions. Note the large reduction factor for the terms of

the Bl force.

Fig. 2. Nuclear potential overlaps (a) and 12C(7Li,t)16O(O2) differential

cross sections (b) with the V1(S), V2(S) and B1(S) forces.

Fig. 3. Nuclear and Coulomb potential overlaps with the V2(S) and V2(B)

forces (a) and C( Li,t) 0(0„) differential cross sections with the

nuclear potential overlaps V2(S) and V2(B) as well as with the nuclear +

Coulomb potential overlap belonging to V2(S) (b).

Fig. •+. Nuclear potential overlaps (a) and C( Li,t) 0 differential

cross sections for the CL (b), 2-, (c) and 3~ (d) transitions. The potential

overlaps are the microscopic PO with the V2(S) force and those due to the
12semi-phenomenological local potentials of Kubo and Hirata ) (KH), of Buck,

Friedrich and Wheatley44) (BFW), of Friedrich ) (F) and of Kukulin,
USNeudatchin and Smimov "") (KNS). In fig. b the curve F is omitted because

it follows the curve BFW very closely.

Fig, 5. The overlap function -u(̂ ) and the solution -«•(.<+) of eq. (25) cal-

culated with the V2(S) force.

Fig. 6. The V2(S) nuclear potential overlap and its parametrized approxi-
A

mants ' C ^ W (+) of table 4 with the (nuclear) potentials 'V^) and %(*) in
' 12 7 16 +

an insert (a) and the corresponding C( Li,t) 0(02) differential cross

sections (b). The SW and SW+SW potentials support an oi=l bound state, while

the Gauss + exp potential supports an n=0 bound state at E=Ert.
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